Abstract-This paper presents a one-stage stereo algorithm that yields 3D planar surface patches directly from matching image patch intensity information. The method allows an arbitrary rotation and translation between the cameras; it is not limited to parallel-axis, narrow-baseline, or vergent geometries. The key to the approach is to match image patches that have positions, shapes, sizes, orientations, and samplings consistent with a hypothesized surface patch and with each other. The match error then reflects only the mismatch of patch contents and not the mismatch of patch geometries or samplings. The algorithm is quantitatively evaluated against ground truth on real images with difficult viewing geometries, and demonstrates an average accuracy of about 1% in estimating surface depths and 10∞ in estimating surface normals.
INTRODUCTION
IN a stereo system, a surface patch may project to two image patches with different shapes and sizes. This difference, which we will refer to as the inter-image deformation, is one factor that can make the stereo correspondence problem difficult to solve. The two most common approaches for dealing with inter-image deformation are to restrict the stereo camera geometry to reduce the magnitude of the deformations, or to match features instead of patches, since feature matching is less sensitive to the deformations. Each of these approaches has disadvantages. Camera geometries that reduce the deformations also tend to reduce the attainable depth resolution. Feature-based methods tend to produce ambiguous matches and sparse matches, necessitating postprocessing for disambiguation and for interpolation.
In this paper, we explore an alternate solution. At each image location of interest, the space of 3D planar surface patches is searched. Each hypothesized surface patch is used to define a pair of image patches with positions, shapes, sizes, orientations, and samplings that are consistent with the surface patch hypothesis and with each other. This ensures that comparison of the patches yields a match score that is a reliable measure of how well the contents (image intensities) of the two image patches match. Because the inter-image deformation is explicitly taken into account, it does not degrade the reliability of the match scores. The output of the algorithm at a given image location is the surface patch that yields the best match score.
Two principal benefits result from this approach. First, the algorithm can operate under arbitrary stereo camera geometries, even ones that produce large inter-image deformations. The algorithm is not limited to the usual narrow-baseline, parallel-axis, or vergent stereo geometries. Second, the algorithm is a one-stage method: its output consists of 3D surface patches obtained directly from matching image intensity information. There is no need for a separate step to convert image quantities such as disparity and its gradient into 3D quantities such as depth and surface orientation. Also, since patches provide locally dense information, interpolation is not needed. Additionally, the reliability of the match scores results in fewer ambiguous matches, reducing the need for disambiguation. Finally, by using an area-correlation technique, 1 precomputation of features, spatial frequencies, statistical measures, or other such representation can be avoided. Only a resampling of the image intensities is required, to compensate for the interaction of the inter-image deformation with the discrete image samplings. Area-correlation methods imply two scales: a patch scale and a much smaller sample scale. The method presented here uses perspective transformations at the patch scale to relate the shapes and sizes of the two image patches to be matched, and uses an affine approximation at the sample scale to relate the shapes and sizes of the samples. Most prior stereo techniques that employed deformable patches used the affine approximation at the larger patch scale.
The remainder of this section discusses related work. Section 2 summarizes the geometric model used. Section 3 presents algorithms for patch matching and for stereopsis, and Section 4 evaluates the accuracy of the algorithms on real images with ground truth data.
An earlier version of this work appeared in [23] .
Related Work
A general discussion of stereo methods based on matching features or rigid patches can be found in [1] , [4] . Here, we discuss the relationship between the current work and other stereo algorithms that employ patch matching in conjunction with models of interimage deformation. Many of the methods in the literature are multi-stage methods or parts of multi-stage methods. In [3] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [14] , the correspondence problem is first solved without using the interimage deformation, and then a second stage of processing uses the inter-image deformation to compute surface orientation [3] , [5] , [6] , [14] or disparity gradient [7] , [8] . In methods of this type, the second stage may be applied erroneously to non-corresponding patches if the deformations are large enough to cause correspondence errors in the first stage. Other methods use the deformations to help solve the correspondence problem but compute image quantities such as disparity and deformation rather than 3D quantities such as surface depth and orientation [9] , [13] , [15] . In principle, 3D information could be computed as a separate step from the outputs of [9] , [13] , [15] and also [7] , [8] , given knowledge of the stereo camera geometry. The method presented in this paper uses the inter-image deformation to solve for 3D depth and orientation in one stage.
Patch-based stereo methods also differ in whether intensity information is matched directly by area correlation (e.g., [2] , [3] ), or whether it is first transformed into another representation. Filterdecomposition approaches such as [7] , [8] , [9] apply a bank of filters to a patch and compare the vectors of filter outputs between the patches. In [5] , [6] , [14] , it is the three second moments of each patch's intensity derivatives that are compared.
To compute depth and orientation from intensity information as directly as possible, we use an area-correlation approach. To compensate for interactions between the discrete image sampling and the inter-image deformation, the intensities are resampled 1 . We use the term area correlation to refer to any method that matches image patches by pointwise comparison of intensities, regardless of whether cross-correlation, sum of squared error, or some other measure is used.
0162-8828/97/$10.00 ©1997 IEEE prior to matching. The resampling is done with a grid of small Gaussian filters that tile the patch. Despite the use of filters, this approach should not be confused with filter-decomposition methods. In those methods, the filter supports define the patch scale, the filter centers coincide, and the filters are used to transform the representation of the patch. In the current approach, the filter supports define the sample scale, the filter centers define a grid of sample points, and the filters are used to sample the image intensity function.
Most methods in the literature approximate the surface locally by a tangent planar patch (e.g., [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [14] , [16] , [17] ). A higher-order approximation is used in [3] . The current method uses a planar patch approximation with good results on curved surfaces; however, some improvement could be expected if the method were extended to second order.
The relationship between two patches in a stereo system can be described by an inverse perspective projection from the first image patch to the surface patch, followed by a forward perspective projection to the second image patch. Most methods, in addition to linearizing the surface model, also linearize this transformation to obtain an affine approximation (e.g., [2] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [14] , [15] ). Exceptions are [3] , which models the transformation to nthorder, and [17] , which uses the true double-perspective transformation to adjust the patch shapes, but not the patch samplings.
Use of the affine approximation implicitly excludes stereo geometries that produce large nonlinear inter-image deformations. Therefore, the current method uses the true double-perspective transformation at the patch scale to adjust the patch shapes and the sampling grids. The affine approximation is used only at the smaller, less critical sample scale, to adjust the shapes of the individual samples.
Several closely related expressions for the relationships between two image patches have been derived, differing in assumptions, choice of parameters, and choice of coordinate systems [3] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [14] , [16] , [17] . The model we use is parameterized by 3D quantities (surface depth and orientation), as in [5] , [6] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [14] , [16] and as opposed to [9] , [13] , [15] which are parameterized by image quantities. The model explicitly represents the full six degrees of translation and rotation between the two cameras, as opposed to [5] , [6] , [14] , [16] . Finally, we do not assume a small baseline, small vertical disparity, or a disparity gradient limit. The form of our model is most similar to that of [17] , and is related to models developed for shape from texture in [18] , [19] , [21] , [22] .
GEOMETRIC MODEL
This section summarizes the geometric model used by the algorithms. Details are given in the Appendix, and derivations may be found in [20] .
The stereo system contains two cameras, denoted A and B, that are related by an arbitrary rotation and translation T c . In the following, the subscripts A and B will denote corresponding quantities in each view, and will be omitted in any expressions that apply to either view.
Each camera defines image and world coordinate systems X = (x, y) and X W = (x W , y W , z W ), respectively. These are related by perspective projection with focal length |f|, so that (x, y)/f = (x W , y W )/z W . We assume the convention that z W < 0 for objects in view, and that f < 0.
We approximate a surface locally by its tangent planar patch. , s A , t A ) . The derivative of T evaluated at X A is represented by its 2 ¥ 2 Jacobian matrix J T (X A ). Expressions for T and J T , which are used in the patch-matching algorithm, are given in the Appendix.
PATCH-MATCHING AND STEREOPSIS ALGORITHMS

Patch Matching
The relative shapes and sizes of corresponding image patches depend on the 3D geometry; however, the pixel sampling patterns of each image are fixed. As a result, the two image patches that are the projections of the same surface patch may effectively sample the surface patch at different rates. Thus, there can be (highfrequency) information in one image that does not appear in the other image, even without occlusion. If this effect is not taken into account when matching the image patches, then the match scores may be degraded. Furthermore, there would be no way to determine how much of the match error was due to an error in correspondence and how much to sampling differences. One solution is to make the sampling of each image consistent with a hypothesized 3D geometry. This can be done by projecting the sampling grid of one image to the other, given the hypothesized geometry, and resampling the second image with the induced sampling grid. b g will generally be elliptical rather than circular [14] , [15] . It would be possible to compute the shapes of the filters g T A k b g in the same way that the shape of P T(A) is computed, by using T rather than J T . However, the computational cost would be high, and since the samples are much smaller than the 2. In our stereo system, the relative camera calibration T c was obtained by using highly accurate computer-controlled stepping motors and indexers. patch, there is less need to use the more accurate doubleperspective transformation here. A key difference between the patch-matching method presented here and others [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [13] , [14] , [15] is that instead of using one affine approximation for the whole patch, determined by the value of J T at the patch center, the patch is tiled with small affine approximations determined by the value of J T at each sample point.
One caution is required. 
Stereopsis
The patch matcher can be used in a stereo algorithm to compute surface depth and orientation directly from matches of image intensity information. To demonstrate that the performance achieved is due to the patch matcher itself and not to any of the enhancements typically found in complete stereo systems, only a very simple algorithm will be used: given a patch in image A, four-level coarse-to-fine search of (z 0A , s A , t A )-space is performed. The three dimensions are searched simultaneously. The initial range of z 0A searched corresponds to the entire epipolar line in image B; i.e., no disparity limit is imposed. Of course, several techniques could be used to speed up the three-dimensional search. For example, the solution at one point could be used to constrain the search at a neighboring point. Alternatively, information from matches of point or edge features could be used to generate candidate starting depths at nearby points. The initial z 0 sampling resolution we used corresponded to the scale of the sample Gaussians along the epipolar line. In stages 2-4, increasingly small ranges of z 0 were sampled at 5 depths around the best estimate from the previous stage. Slant (s) sampling began with 10∞ intervals in the range from 0∞ to 70∞ and ended with 1∞ intervals in a range of ±10∞ around the previous best estimate. Tilt (t) sampling began with 20∞ intervals in the range from -180∞ to 180∞ and ended with 1∞ intervals in a range of ±20∞ around the previous best estimate.
SURFACE RECOVERY EXPERIMENTS
We demonstrate the algorithm on three real-world stereo image pairs of surfaces shown in Figs. 1a, 1c , and 1d. They are a cylindrical oatmeal box, a pair of textured floor tiles meeting at a concave angle, and a cylinder in front of a tile. The first is a smooth curved surface, the second has a discontinuity in orientation but not in depth, and the third has discontinuities in both depth and orientation. The scene and viewing geometries are depicted in Figs. 1e, 1f , and 1g. Note the large vergence angle (40∞) and large baseline-todistance ratio in Figs. 1e and 1f. These extreme viewing geometries result in large inter-image deformations.
The algorithm is applied in the A AE B (left to right) direction only, and all results are displayed in the world coordinate system of the left image. No disambiguation processing is performed. Each image is 128 ¥ 128 pixels. The patches are tiled with 25 Gaussian filters with scale = 0.01 image size (1.27 pixels) and separation = 0.03 image size (3.81 pixels). Fig. 1b shows a typical left image patch and its projection in the right image as found by the stereo algorithm.
Figs. 2a and 2b show the depth and orientation results of the algorithm applied to each point of the center cross-section of each left image. The results are only computed on the part of the left image that is also visible in the right image. The errors in the computed surface orientations are given as the angles between the true and computed surface normals. For the cylinder, the maximum and mean z-errors are 5.1 mm (1.1%) and 1.7 mm (0.4%), respectively; the orientation error is within 18∞ except on three points. If those three points are excluded, the mean orientation error is 7.9∞. If the patch size is increased by 50%, then the mean z-error is 1.6 mm (0.4%) and all the orientation errors lie within 16∞ with a mean error of 5.3∞. For the bi-plane, the maximum and mean zerrors are 14.3 mm (1.6%) and 0.7 mm (0.1%), respectively. As expected, there is a large surface orientation error at the orientation discontinuity on the surface; except for that, all the orientation errors are < 24∞ with a mean error of 8.6∞. For the cylinder-plane image pair, there are large errors at the discontinuity between the two surfaces, as expected. Outside of that region, the maximum and mean z-errors are 13.2 mm (1.7%) and 11 mm (1.4%), respectively, and the orientation errors are < 26∞ with a mean error of 8∞.
In the cylinder example, the increasing overestimate of depth with increasing slant is probably caused by the discrepancy between the planar surface model and the actual curved surface.
A small change in depth away from the correct value causes a translation of P T(A) , which tends to produce a large change in the match score. However, a small change in surface orientation causes P T(A) to deform slightly, producing a relatively smaller change in the match score. As a result, depth can be estimated more accurately than surface orientation. Fig. 2c shows surface plots of the z-results from a set of overlapping patches with a spacing of about 5 pixels in the x and y directions. The true values of z are indicated by the mesh in each figure. A few points at the image edges produced large errors; these points have been rendered transparent to make the plots legible. As can be seen, the computed surface matches the overall shape of the true surface in all three examples.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has demonstrated (1) that stereo patch matching can be performed robustly in the presence of large inter-image deformations, and (2) that orientation and locally dense depth can be computed from image intensity information without several intermediate representations and processing stages. These goals were achieved by incorporating 3D surface models at the very beginning of the process, to control the sampling and the geometry of the patches to be matched, and also by using the doubleperspective projection at the patch scale, instead of the widely used affine approximation.
The simple algorithm presented here was intended only to be a "proof of principle," yet it proved capable of recovering accurate detailed surface information. This suggests that it could serve a valuable role in a production stereo system, where it would be combined with feature-based mechanisms, more efficient search techniques, and mechanisms for handling occlusions. [19] , [22] where the superscript t indicates matrix transposition.
